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Utility Contacts for Headquarter’s Forcemain:

8/17/2012

Along Headquarter’s Road:
NW Pipeline Corp. (high pressure)
Project Manager: John Trujillo 720-888-4465 (Level 3 communications, fiber
optics)
Olympic Pipeline Co. 1-888-271-8880
14” High pressure liquid gas, 24” min. sep.
Holly Williamson 425-235-7767, main contact
Jim Fraley 360-957-0203 (during construction will monitor)
Weyco Gas Pipeline:
CLC Railroad Operations: Lamont Jones. Work Phone 360-501-2188, Mobile
843-615-8619
Land Under the CLC RR: (eg. easement for boring):
Ron Kosloski as Longview Contact and Engineering assistance (Mobile 360-4309414)
David Asher as Weyerhaeuser Property Owner Rep (Ph. 360-414-3597)
Along Frontage Road:
US Sprint – Fiber Optic Cable Route on West Side
1-800-521-0579 (WA 01 6315, # on marker)
KB Pipeline (Kelso-Beaver)
Vic Meder 360-430-2825, 24” min. sep.
20” Gas Line 1-800-433-0252 (Sta 468+00)

Utility Council Secretary:
Jeanette Scibelli, lcca@lcca.net, 360-425-8820
WSDOT ROW Agent: Dave Bellinger 360-905-2190
Road Crossing Agent (Vancouver office) Lynn Chambers 360-905-2298
PUD No. 1 Cowlitz Co.: Peter Eggersgluss 360-423-2210
Jon Cox, contact for ROW issues
Reed Davis, field engineer 360-577-4683
City of Kelso – Patty (GIS contact) 360-577-3010 xt.2616
Cascade Natural Gas Co.
Century Link (formerly Qwest)
Various fiber optic companies (incl MCI)
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February 8, 2013
Don Olson
Solid Waste Superintendent
Cowlitz Co Public Works
1600 13th Ave South
Kelso, WA 98626
Re: Cowlitz County Headquarters Landfill: Leachate Transfer Pipeline Preliminary Design Update
Dear Don:
This letter has been prepared as an update to the “Preliminary Engineering Report: Leachate
Transfer Pump Station and Pipeline” August 2012 (Preliminary Engineering Report), prepared by
Thiel Engineering for the Cowlitz County Headquarters Landfill Project. This letter is intended
to support permit applications for shorelines substantial development permits and any other
necessary permits from the City of Kelso Community Development Department and from
Cowlitz County Department of Building and Planning. It also provides a basis for response to
comments Cowlitz County received from the Washington Department of Ecology on the
pipeline as it was described and evaluated in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared for the landfill project, which includes the pipeline.
Pipeline Project Description
In considering acquisition and use of the Headquarters Landfill, Cowlitz County had planned to
continue to use the rail/truck transportation system currently used by Weyerhaeuser for
conveyance of landfill leachate to the Weyerhaeuser waste water treatment plant. However,
leachate volumes have increased and are likely to be greater than historically has been the
case. Also, since the landfill operation will be long‐lived (capacity exceeds one hundred years)
and annual leachate volumes will grow significantly, the County plans to construct a leachate
transfer pipeline from the landfill to a discharge point in the City of Kelso, where the leachate
would be directed to and treated by the Three Rivers WWTP (TRWWTP), a publically‐owned
treatment works. This treatment plant is preferable to the Weyerhaeuser WWTP for the
pipeline alternative, since it is nearer to the landfill. The TRWWTP has been accepting leachate
from the existing Tennant Way landfill for many years, and even under the maximum leachate
generation scenario for the Headquarters landfill, the flow (300 gpm) would represent an
insignificant fraction of the TRWWTP treatment flow and can easily be accepted.1 The County
1

Personal communication, Duane Leaf, TRRWWA superintendent, to Cal Palmer, Energy and Environment,
February 4, 2013.
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intends to put the pipeline project out for bid as soon as it closes on the landfill transaction
with Weyerhaeuser, and complete it before the end of 2014.
Selection of Preferred Route
As described in the Preliminary Engineering Report, the County has chosen the “East Kelso”
route as its preferred route (see Drawing G1 contained in Attachment 1). There are no
apparent characteristics of this route that would render it more impactful or otherwise less
desirable than the two alternative routes presented in the report. Thus, although the other
routes the County considered are legitimate project alternatives for evaluation in the DEIS, this
will be the only route considered in detail for potential impacts and refinements moving
forward. None of the other alternative routes would feasibly attain the County’s objectives at a
lower environmental cost or decreased level of environmental impact [WAC 197‐11‐400(5)].
Further impact‐avoidance and mitigation opportunities may emerge during the final design
phase (e.g., minor route optimization in the vicinity of Manasco Drive) which could further
reduce any potential project impacts. Some additional updates that have been considered
since the time of the submittal of the Preliminary Engineering Report are described in this
letter.
Updated Pipeline Alignment on Preferred Route
As described in the Preliminary Engineering Report, the proposed pipeline is approximately
80,000 feet long. Of this length, approximately 97% (77,500 feet) is planned to be constructed
within the existing County or City roadways. Approximately 1,800 feet is planned to cross
overland on WSDOT and private land where easements will have to be obtained.
Approximately 200 feet will have to cross an unimproved gap within City ROW to go from
Holcomb Road to Minor Road. Since the time of the submittal of the Preliminary Engineering
Report some refinements have been considered to the alignment to further reduce potential
impacts due to ROW and congestion issues. These are described in the following paragraphs.
WSDOT and Private ROW Segment. The Preliminary Engineering Report, Drawing C11, showed
approximately 2100 feet of the pipeline, from Stations 608 to 629, having to cross private
easements. Since that time the County has researched alternative alignments and had some
discussions with the Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT), as well as one
property owner, both of whom have indicated that they are amenable to the project. At this
point the County is considering a slightly shorter and more favorable alignment (i.e., greatly
reduces amount of private‐property easements and avoids potential condemnation
proceedings) for this section of the pipeline. As shown in Attachment 2, the County now
believes that its preferred alignment would continue slightly further along Pacific Avenue N.,
and then be directionally drilled through an easement across Weyerhaeuser railroad property,
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WSDOT property, and then across one private property before entering the County ROW on
Holcomb Road. The total distance of the easements for both the WSDOT and private property
would be approximately 1800 feet. Attachment 2 shows the likely locations of directional
drilling pits, showing that there would be minimal ground disturbance on the WSDOT property.
There would be minimal property impacts since the alignment would follow existing property
lines, and it appears that there would be no adverse acquisition issues at this time. The
geotechnical characteristics of this alignment have been studied as discussed below under the
Critical Area Ordinance discussion.
Manasco Drive. Minor realignment options remain on the southern end of the pipeline where
Manasco Drive passes under I‐5. Given the narrow roadway that is already congested with
utilities, the County believes that directional‐drilling may both simplify the construction and
reduce potential construction related impacts. Approximately 500 feet could be directionally‐
drilled through the I‐5 abutment next to Manasco Dr. Preliminary discussions with WSDOT
indicate that it is feasible to obtain permission to directionally drill through the I‐5 abutment for
this purpose.
Extension of Pipeline Terminus Further South to County Public Works Man Hole
The southern terminus of the pipeline shown in the Preliminary Engineering Report is now
planned to be extended along 13th Avenue S. to the parking lot of the County Public Works
buildings, where an existing man hole will serve to discharge to the Kelso sewer line to the
TRWWTP. This will enable installing another vault for “pig catching” (see description below)
and provide a convenient access to discharge to TRWWTP’s line.
Construction Methods Determination and Management
As described in the Preliminary Engineering Report, project bidders will generally be free to
elect directional‐drilling or open trenching for construction of the pipeline. The County has
determined, however, that it will require2 directional drilling in at least one location.
Directional‐drilling will be employed in the WSDOT easement between Pacific Avenue and
Holcomb Road so as to traverse the relatively steep slope while avoiding potential construction
related impacts. Directional‐drilling pits associated with this pipeline segment will be located
outside of the roadside drainage ditches and away from the minor draw bisecting the hill south
of the railroad, as shown on Attachment 2. An underground casing will be required where
crossing below the Weyerhaeuser railroad. Drill pits will be located on both sides of the

2

Unless it is determined by the design engineer or the contractor that for some reason directional drilling is not
feasible at these locations, in which case open trench construction will be used, together with the environmental
controls described below.
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Weyerhaeuser railroad to perform this crossing. Another drill pit will be located at the top of
the grade to avoid having to disturb soil on this relatively steep hillside.
The construction contractor will be required to obtain a Construction General Storm Water
Permit, and storm water best management practices will be followed in accordance with the
2012 edition of the Storm Water Management Manual for Western Washington (“Storm Water
Manual”). Best management practices will be implemented in accordance with guidance
provided in this manual for trenching and backfilling, pit excavation, and restoration. All
construction activity will comply with the permit, the Storm Water Manual and with other
relevant County code requirements. The contractor will be required to prepare a Storm Water
Pollution and Prevention Plan for approval by the County.
Project storm water impacts are not expected to be significant because:
o No new hard‐surface runoff improvements are expected as a result of the
pipeline installation.
o Very little disturbance of existing soil or vegetated surfaces is expected since
97% of the pipeline is expected to be constructed within existing paved road
alignments (i.e. within the fog lines).
o There will be insignificant changing of any ground surface contours as a result of
the project, and therefore no existing drainage patterns will be modified.
o The project does not cross any wetlands.
Additional construction and operations/maintenance measures that will be implemented to
mitigate potential project impacts include:
o Pressure‐testing of the pipeline at 150% of its rated operating pressure at the
end of construction will ensure that the installed pipe does not have leakage
defects.
o Design and construction, in accordance with State, County, and City standards,
will include steps necessary to avoid, minimize and mitigate any significant
adverse impacts that degrade the functions and values of any critical area along
the route that may be encountered.
o A calibrated flow meter will be installed at the pipeline headworks, and pressure
gauges will be installed at strategic locations along the pipeline alignment to
provide operational feedback of system performance to Cowlitz County
Department of Public Works (the pipeline operator).
o “Pigging” on a regular (e.g., semi‐annual or quarterly) basis will be an integral
aspect of the pipeline O&M program in order to regularly remove deposits that
could impede the flow in the pipeline, and provide feedback on the pipeline
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condition. The technology is relatively inexpensive and easy to operate. Line
pigging is a process of cleaning pipes that is done by inserting a small device
known as a pig into the lines, and then pushing it through them by means of fluid
pressure. A pig is the object, usually bullet‐shaped, that is pushed by the liquid
in the pipe in the direction of normal flow. The pig can be made of different
materials (foam, steel, plastic, polyurethane).
Critical Areas Ordinance Compliance
In accordance with applicable codes, construction of most of the pipeline alignment is exempt
from the County’s and the City’s Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO) provisions, since the pipeline is
a utility to be placed in improved public rights‐of‐way for 97% of the route. Cowlitz County
Code § 19.15.070(E); Kelso Municipal Code § 18.20.030(E).
While the CAOs do not apply for most of the route, many design and construction details will be
included as if they did, and will serve to avoid or mitigate impacts that might otherwise occur in
all locations of potential critical area features. Some of these have been described previously
and in the Preliminary Engineering Report, and include:
o Implementation of construction BMPs will be performed in accordance with the
Storm Water Manual and the Construction General Storm Water Permit.
o Landslide potentials along the alignment have been evaluated, and the
alignment is not planned to cross any known unimproved active landslide or
geologically hazardous areas. An additional geotechnical evaluation of landslide
potential is planned for final design.
o Mitigation of potential soil movement or other pipeline disturbances will be
evaluated during final design, in finalizing the pipeline alignment, material, and
construction details. The proposed pipeline material is high‐density
polyethylene (HDPE), The flexibility and fatigue‐resistant nature of HDPE
pressure pipe makes it well suited for dynamic soil conditions including areas
prone to earthquake and sliding. Because the joints are heat‐fused, and the
material is so tough, it is rated a zero‐leak pipeline material (Plastic Pipe
Institute, Technical Note TN‐27/2009; http://plasticpipe.org/pdf/tn‐27‐faq‐
hdpe‐water‐transmission.pdf).
o HDPE is corrosion resistant and has a long history of use for potable water,
sewers, mining, and industrial applications. Polyethylene is highly resistant to
the range of chemicals and pH conditions found in typical sewer applications
such as the one proposed for the leachate pipeline. This type of pipe will not
corrode, tuberculate or support biological growth.
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o The polyethylene pipe industry estimates the service life of an HDPE pipe to
conservatively be 50‐100 years.
The 1800’ segment of the planned route described above, where it must traverse the WSDOT
and private property from Pacific Avenue N. to Holcomb Road, is not exempt from the County
CAO. This segment will not be an improved right‐of‐way. It has been evaluated and we
conclude that only the Critical Aquifer Recharge Area (CARA) component of the CAO is
germane. There are no other regulated critical areas in this segment. The SCS soils maps
identify this region as having “moderate” sensitivity, and therefore a Level 1 assessment has
been performed3. The Level 1 Assessment Report has been prepared and provided to Cowlitz
County Building and Planning, and is incorporated by reference in this update. Based on the
types of information presented in the assessment, and in combination with BMPs proposed as
part of project construction and operations, we conclude that site activities would not
adversely affect recharge of the aquifer, nor is the project likely to cause any other adverse
impact to the aquifer.
Floodplain Assessment
No part of the preferred route is within the 100‐year floodplain4. The crossing of Ostrander
Creek on Pacific Avenue N. is above both the 100‐ and 500‐year floodplain. The segment
through East Kelso near and along the Coweeman River is protected by the dike system and is
therefore also outside of the 100‐year floodplain.
Fill/Grading Permits
Based upon the absence of any grading required for the construction of the pipeline, fill and
grading permits may not be required by either Cowlitz County or City of Kelso. However, the
following summarizes excavation and backfill methods, quantities, spoils disposal locations, and
final closure and surfacing of all openings along the pipeline route:
‐
‐

3

Depending upon the extent of open trenching versus directional‐drilling ultimately
employed, the quantity of soil to be removed ranges from 4,000 to 40,000 cubic yards
We estimate that approximately 10‐50% of the above soil quantity would be used as
backfill, depending on the quality of the soils. The remainder will be disposed at one of
three soil disposal sites described below. Select engineered backfill would be imported
for the pipe‐zone backfill as needed, and pavement restoration would be in accordance
with County and City standards.

Cowlitz County Code § 19.15.060(C)(2)(b) (For all proposed activities in a critical aquifer recharge area with
moderate sensitivity, a level one hydrogeological assessment is required.)
4
See Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) published by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Cowlitz
County, Washington. Panel 129 of 350. Revised December 20,2001.
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No significant changes to pre‐project grades or flow of storm water will occur.
Disposal of excavation spoils will be at three different locations: the Headquarters
landfill, Tennant Way landfill, or an existing County soil dump site located just north of
the intersection of Headquarters Road and Pacific Avenue N. All three of these sites
have existing approved soil management practices.
As described earlier, a construction storm water permit will be secured by the
contractor and best management practices will be followed in accordance with the
Storm Water Manual.

Leachate Treatment at Three Rivers Waste Water Treatment Plant
Leachate composition projected to arise from the proposed landfill project is a combination of
what is currently generated by the Tennant Way landfill, (which is currently conveyed by
pipeline to and treated at the TRWWTP), and by the Headquarters landfill, (rail/trucked to and
treated at the Weyerhaeuser WWTP). Projected leachate composition is presented in
Attachment 3. From a waste water treatment perspective, the differences between the
projected future leachate and existing leachate from Tennant Way Landfill are relatively minor.
Note that Tennant Way also receives substantial industrial waste from forest products facilities,
principally the Longview Fibre pulp mill complex. The industrial wastes received at Tennant
Way are similar in composition to those accepted at the Headquarters Landfill.
The TRWWTP plant is very flexible to influent flow rates, and since 2000 has actually been
comprised of two plants, one of which (the North Plant) is cycled on‐ and off‐line in response to
flow. The plant design capacity is 26 million gallons per day (Mgpd), with summer flows
averaging about 10 Mgpd, and winter flows ranging ~15‐22 Mgpd depending upon weather.
The plant has on occasion been able to process up to 60 Mgpd for short periods of time.
Consideration of the projected incremental flow from Headquarters Landfill does not present a
capacity concern under any scenario.
The Kelso sewer line pump station has three pumps currently, and demand generally only
requires one or two pumps to deliver the flow. With acceptance of the proposed leachate,
TRWWTP may install a fourth pump.
A State Waste Discharge Permit (SWDP) application has been filed with the Department of
Ecology for continued delivery of Headquarters Landfill leachate to the Weyerhaeuser WWTP.
A second, parallel SWDP application is being drafted (incorporated by reference to this letter)
which will be filed with Ecology for delivery of the leachate to the TRWWTP once the pipeline is
commissioned.
TRWWTP has had no difficulty properly treating the Tennant Way Landfill leachate, and staff at
TRWWTP have reviewed the projected Headquarters Landfill leachate, both its composition and
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flow. They conclude that the TRWWTP will be able to accept the leachate with confidence, and
that the capacity and capability to treat it is certain.
Project Schedule
The leachate pipeline final design is expected to begin in the spring of 2013. Construction
procurement and then actual construction is anticipated to begin once the landfill purchase is
consummated. While weather may permit construction starting earlier, we conservatively
predict it will start by the spring of 2014. The construction duration is expected to be on the
order of 6 months, which means that the pipeline would become operational in the fall of 2014.
If you have any questions regarding this discussion, please call Richard Thiel at 530/692‐9114.
Sincerely,
Thiel Engineering

Richard Thiel, P.E.
cc:

Cal Palmer, Energy & Environment, LLC
Eric Tuppan, Tuppan Consultants

Attachments:
1. Revised G1 of East Kelso Route
2. Detail of proposed alignment from Pacific Ave N. to Holcomb Rd.
3. Projected Leachate Composition, Cowlitz County Headquarters Landfill Project

Incorporated by reference:
1. “Level 1 Hydrogeologic Assessment for Leachate Pipeline, Cowlitz County Headquarters Landfill
Project,” Tuppan Consultants, February 6, 2013
2. Cowlitz County draft State Waste Discharge Permit application, February 2013

Attachment 1
Revised Figure G1 – East Kelso Route Alignment

Attachment 2
Detail of proposed alignment from Pacific Ave N.
to Holcomb Rd.

X:\Be-Projects\Thiel Eng\forcemain\dwgs\shoreline\Don-wsdot-fig.dwg, 1/29/2013 8:01:27 PM, 1:1

Attachment 3
Projected Leachate Composition, Cowlitz County
Headquarters Landfill Project

Leachate Quality Data - Comparison and Mixing Calculations
Inorganics
Alkalinity
as CaCO3
(mg/L)

Date

Location

Bicarbonate
(mg/L)

BOD
(5-day)
(mg/L)

Chloride
(mg/L)

COD
(mg/L)

2,952
—
2,952

169
—
169

525
2,440
1,929

897
—
897

Ammonia
(mg/L)

Nitrate
(mg/L)

Nitrite
(mg/L)

Sulfate
(mg/L)

TOC
(mg/L)

Total
Dissolved
Solids
(mg/L)

Total
Suspended
Solids
(mg/L)

3,087
10,230
8,323

—
274
274

Total
Coliform
Bacteria
(org/100mL)

Total
Cyanide
(mg/L)

Field Measurements
Specific
pH
Conduct. Temp.
(umhos/cm) (C)

0.02
0.18
0.13

7.0
7.8
7.6

Dissolved
Oxygen
(mg/L)

Tannin
Lignin
(mg/L)

—

—

Fluoride
(mg/L)

Mixing Calculations
Cowlitz County LF
Headquarters LF
Mixed Concentration
Mixing Ratio
CCLF
HQ LF

2,422
—
2,422

261
91
136

1.5
0.9
1.0

2.9 U
—
1.5 U

97
185
161

265
348
326

1,595
—
1,595

4,088
9,556
8,096

20
19
19

3.6
3.6

48
48

0.267
0.733

U=not detected at the reporting limit shown
G=greater than associated number
J= estimated concentration

Leachate Database_0419_2012 (Inorg-Mix)
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—
0.424
0.42

